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Traffic Data Summary 

Police tell us they enforce traffic
violations to keep people safe. Yet half of
traffic tickets in Memphis aren't about
public safety—they're about financial
requirements (chiefly driver’s license,
registration, and insurance). We address
these bureaucratic matters by deploying
armed police to collect fines (42% of all
police contact is traffic stops).¹ This
counterproductive practice endangers
the public and traps low-income drivers
in poverty.

From 2012-2016, over 250,000 Tennessee driver’s licenses were suspended solely for
unpaid traffic debt.² In most cases, restoring a Tennessee license costs $500 or more.²
More than 93% of Tennesseans with un-reinstated licenses live in poverty.³ For low-
income people, a fine triggers a cascade of “unpaid bills, delinquencies, and adverse
financial events”—causing financial strain equivalent to $950 of income loss for a $175
fine.⁴

Fines for lack of insurance,
license, or registration demand
money from people  who can’t
afford necessities—and when
those fines are unpaid, the right
to drive and the ability to earn
are taken away. As Memphis
traffic fines increased by $10
million from 2009 to 2019,
unpaid fines increased by $13
million.⁵

Financial strain is only part of the
problem; lives are forever altered and
some are even lost to the burden of
non-safety traffic enforcement. 

These traffic stops ended in tragedy.



The scope of the problem is likely worse than we know, because MPD does not track and
publicize key metrics of their traffic enforcement activity, as similar cities such as Milwaukee,
Baltimore, and Nashville do. MPD claims they do not know how many stops they make, nor the
demographics of those stopped. 

Memphis should 

implement a traffic 

enforcement 

dashboard 

Immediately, so that 

the public may easily 

know whom MPD 

stops, when, where, 

why, and what 

outcome resulted. 

Decarcerate Memphis 

has prepared a city 

ordinance to that 

effect.

Worse yet, traffic laws are disproportionately enforced upon Black and
low-income drivers. From 2017-2021, Black drivers were cited 10
percentage points more than their share of the population. Black drivers
were twice as likely as white drivers to receive multiple citations on one
ticket. Just over half of Black drivers’ citations were not about public
safety, versus only a quarter of white drivers’ citations.⁶

In a sample of 487 criminal court cases stemming from traffic stops in
2019 and 2021, 90% of defendants were people of color, 93% of whom
faced only misdemeanor charges. Two-thirds of cases were dropped, but
only after days were wasted in court.

The waste is
concentrated in
low-income areas:
as the median
income of a ZIP
code decreases, its
drivers appear
more frequently in
court.⁷
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